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Introduction
Numerous drug modalities have been approved to treat neurologic
diseases, including small-molecule drugs (SMDs) and biologics
such as monoclonal antibodies (mAbs).1-3 While both are considered targeted therapies,2-7 each has unique characteristics that may
affect their use in clinical practice.5,8,9 This article describes the general characteristics of SMDs and mAbs and discusses some of their
safety implications relevant to their use by general neurologists in
clinical practice.

Characteristics of SMDs and mAbs
The general characteristics and pharmacokinetics (PK) of
SMDs and mAbs are summarized in Table 1.5,8-11 SMDs are
small (~0.5 kDa), relatively simple chemical entities8,12 produced
through chemical synthesis, which is mechanically controlled
and results in identical copies each time.8,10 Therapeutic mAbs are
large (~150 kDa), complex proteins8,10,12 purified from living cells;
their manufacture involves a complex process requiring multiple
quality control steps to facilitate consistency.8,10,13,14
Due to their molecular and biologic characteristics, SMDs
and mAbs have unique properties with regard to drug target
and specificity. SMDs, particularly those that are lipid soluble,
can be directed at intracellular or extracellular targets.2,8 Because
their large size precludes crossing cellular membranes, mAbs are
generally directed at extracellular targets8-10 and can be designed
to selectively disrupt receptor–ligand interactions.6 mAbs are
also highly selective for a single antigen,8,15,16 a biologic characteristic that has been harnessed to generate therapeutics with high
target specificity.8
The ways in which the body absorbs, metabolizes, and eliminates SMDs and mAbs may affect dosing, administration, and
the types of tissues that can be reached.5,9,10,12 SMDs and mAbs
have unique PK characteristics;9,10,17,18 simulated PK profiles for
each treatment modality are illustrated in Figure.9,17,18 SMDs
typically require daily dosing,4,8,9 and administration is usually
oral.8,10 Because of the long half-life of mAbs,19 dosing can be
monthly5,6,8,9,20 or even quarterly.5,6 As large, hydrophilic glycoproteins that tend to denature in the stomach and degrade within
the gastrointestinal tract,9 mAbs are administered parenterally
(typically via intravenous [IV] or subcutaneous [SC] injection).8-10
Each dosing regimen and administration route has advantages
and disadvantages, especially regarding patient preference and
ease of use. Some patients report improved adherence with compounds dosed less frequently,6,9 but patients with needle phobia or
other injection-related concerns may prefer oral administration.21
Absorption is relatively slower with SC administration (time to peak
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plasma concentration 1–8 days) than IV, but this route permits selfadministration at home.9,22
SMDs generally have wide distribution into tissues, organs and
plasma.10,23 They are metabolized by CYP450 enzymes via oxidation,
leading to renal elimination in the urine, and by conjugation reactions (eg, glucuronidation), leading to hepatic/biliary elimination in
the stool.10,24,25 mAbs have a small range of distribution.10,23 Particularly relevant to neurology, therapeutic mAbs do not readily cross
the blood–brain barrier and therefore have minimal distribution
in the central nervous system (CNS).8,9 Therapeutic mAbs are also
too large for clearance by renal or hepatic mechanisms, and instead
are metabolized by two primary pathways: nonspecific elimination
via the reticuloendothelial system, and target-mediated (antigenmediated) clearance via internalization of the mAb–target complex
into the target cell, followed by intracellular degradation.5,8-10,16,26

Safety Considerations
The properties of SMDs and mAbs discussed above have important implications for the safety of these treatment modalities.
SMDs have the potential to cross the blood–brain barrier, which
may result in a risk of CNS-related adverse effects (AEs) such
as dizziness, somnolence, and cognitive dysfunction.27-29 Since
mAbs have minimal distribution in the CNS, they are not typically associated with CNS-related AEs.9
The likelihood of drug–drug interactions (DDIs) depends on
the characteristics of the therapeutics administered.24,25 Because
they share a common metabolic and elimination pathway via the
kidney and liver, coadministration of multiple SMDs may result
in DDIs;24,25 therefore, monitoring the risk of DDIs is important.10
Coadministration of SMDs and mAbs is not expected to result in
DDIs because mAbs are not metabolized or eliminated by CYP450
enzymes or cell membrane transporters.10,24
mAbs are associated with two main types of toxicity: target-related effects and target-independent toxicities (including immunogenicity).8,10 Target-related AEs may
involve intended cellular effects at the intended target tissue
(eg, immunosuppressive mAbs to treat inflammation leading to
infection), or unintended cellular effects due to mAb interactions
with the target antigen at an unintended tissue (eg, antitumor
mAbs targeting epidermal growth factor receptor leading to skin
AEs).8 Immunogenicity, which refers to the development of an
anti-drug antibody (ADA) host response to the therapeutic mAb,
occurs independent of the mAb target and is a potential risk with
all therapeutic mAbs.8,23 ADAs can reduce target binding, alter PK
parameters, decrease therapeutic efficacy, and induce infusion reactions (including hypersensitivity).5,8 The immune-complex formed
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TABLE 1. Characteristics of Monoclonal Antibodies and Small-Molecule Drugs5,8-11
Small-Molecule Drugs

Monoclonal Antibodies

Size

Low MW (eg, ~0.5 kDa)

High MW (eg, ~150 kDa)

Structure

Chemical

Protein (immunoglobulin)

Production

Chemically synthesized; mechanically controlled
and resulting in identical copies each time

Culture derived; requires multiple quality control
steps to ensure consistency

Stability

Independent of external conditions

Sensitive to external conditions

Targets

Intracellular/extracellular

Extracellular

Target specificity

Lower

High

Crosses BBB

Potentially

Minimal

DDIs

More likely

Less likely

Immunogenicity

Unlikely

Possible

Administration

Usually oral

Parenteral

Dosing frequency

Daily or ≥1 time per day

Every other week to yearly

Absorption

Capillaries

Mainly lymphatic system

Distribution

Wide (organs and tissues)

Limited (difficult to reach organs and tissues)

Metabolism

Mainly CYP450 and conjugation reactions; nonactive
and active metabolites

Metabolized/catabolized into peptides or
amino acids

Excretion

Mainly liver, kidney

RES; mostly recycled as peptide fragments by
the body

Half-life

Short; often hours

Long; often days to weeks

General characteristics5,8-11

PK properties

5,8-10

Abbreviations: BBB, blood–brain barrier; CYP450, cytochrome P450; DDIs, drug–drug interactions; MW, molecular weight; PK, pharmacokinetic; RES, reticuloendothelial system.

FIGURE. Simulated pharmacokinetic profiles for a small-molecule drug (daily oral dosing) and a therapeutic
monoclonal antibody (mAb; monthly subcutaneous dosing).9,17,18
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between mAb and ADA can also induce AEs.30 Efficacy reductions
or PK alterations due to neutralizing or non-neutralizing antibodies may necessitate dose modifications.31 Patient-specific factors
affecting immunogenicity include immunologic status (eg, immunocompetence), prior sensitization and history of allergy, immune
tolerance to endogenous proteins, genetic predisposition, and
dosing regimen (route of administration, dose, and frequency).31

Historically, the likelihood of immunogenicity has decreased over
time as mAbs have evolved from fully murine to fully human.8

Special Patient Populations
Certain considerations may be necessary when prescribing targeted
therapies to special patient populations (Table 2).7-10,12,24-26,31-41
Because of SMDs’ route of elimination, their PK may be altered

TABLE 2. Considerations in Special Patient Populations7-10,12,24-26,31-41
SMD
Patient Population

Property

Dosing
Considerations

Genetic
polymorphisms
in CYP450
enzymes10,24,25,32,33,41

Very slow or extremely
rapid metabolism

• Lower or higher dosages

Hepatic
impairment7,10,12

Possible elevation of
liver enzymes

• Dose reduction

Renal
impairment7,10,12

Reduced clearance
and longer half-life

Geriatric
(progressive renal
and hepatic
impairment)9,12,24,25,39

•P
 ossible elevation
of liver enzymes

Pregnancy,
breastfeeding8,34-38

Small size allows transfer
across placenta and into
breast milk

Unlikely to affect
exposure to mAbs

Unlikely that >20% of dose
undergoes hepatic catabolism

• Dose reduction or
alternate treatments

Renal elimination is
considered insignificant
for biologics >69 kDa

Dosing reduction for biologics
<69 kDa

• Dose modifications

Possible effect on
PK parameters with
some mAbs

Scarce clinical pharmacology
data available

Can cross placenta
(typically after first
trimester) and may be
present in breast milk

Possible fetal exposure

Potential differences in
PK parameters between
different age groups

• Use caution/dose
conservatively

No effect on clearance

Dosing unlikely to be affected

• Immunogenicity

• Concomitant use of
immunosuppressive agents
may decrease immune
response to mAbs

• Potential contraindication for severe hepatic
impairment

• Potential DDIs

• Reduced clearance
and longer half-life

Immune system
disorders10,12,31

Dosing
Considerations
Cytokine modulators may require
monitoring and dose adjustment

• Potential DDIs

Altered elimination due to
altered renal and hepatic
blood flow; differences in
metabolism

Property
mAbs that are cytokine
modulators may affect
CYP-mediated drug
metabolism

• Extra monitoring

Possible fetal
exposure

Pediatric12,40

Obese26,39

mAb

Dose adjustment
and monitoring

• Immunosuppressed:
less likely to mount
immune response to
therapeutic mAbs
• Immunoactivated: may
have amplified response
to mAbs

• Body-weight/BMI dosing

• SC dosing may result
in increased immunogenicity
vs IV and IM routes due to
increased risk of exposure to
NK cells and phagocytes
present in mucosal epithelia
and under the skin
• Large continuous dose may be
less immunogenic than smaller
intermittent dosing

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CYP450, cytochrome P450; DDIs, drug–drug interactions; IM, intramuscular; IV, intravenous; mAb, monoclonal antibody; NK, natural killer;
PK, pharmacokinetic; SC, subcutaneous; SMD, small-molecule drug.
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in patients with renal or hepatic impairment,7,10,12,40 including
that observed in geriatric patients.39 Patients with immune system disorders may exhibit altered immunogenicity in response to
therapeutic mAbs.10,12,31 With regard to pregnant or breastfeeding
women, the small size of SMDs allows them to cross the placenta and enter breast milk.34,35 mAbs may be present in breast
milk,8,35 but typically do not cross the placenta until the second
trimester.35-38 Additional patient populations warranting special
attention include pediatric patients12,40 and patients with obesity,
as detailed in Table 2.26

Summary
In sum, SMDs and mAbs have unique characteristics and
PK properties, which relate to their safety profiles and suitability
in special patient populations, and have important implications for
their use in clinical practice.
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